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- Consip S.p.A. is a public stock company set up in 1997 and owned by the Italian
Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF), its sole shareholder.

- Consip’s mission is to make the use of public resources more efficient and
transparent, by providing tools and skills to public administrations, in order to allow
them to perform public purchases and at the same time stimulate a competitive
participation of enterprises to public tenders.

- Consip in 2010 obtained the ISO 9001:2015 quality certification for the “design,
implementation and launching of framework contracts, framework agreements,
Dynamic Purchasing System and e-marketplaces for the procurement of public Goods
and Services, in its role as central purchasing body”.

Consip Corporate Profile
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GPP’s Methodology - Framework Contracts

Analysis: Legislation, main eco-labels, specific research activities

Identification of general characteristics from life cycle analysis 
perspective, in accordance with strategic objectives

Market analysis (questionnaires and meetings with suppliers)

Identification of specific criteria

Calculation of the value created for specific product’s categories

Promotion of green actions
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GPP’s Methodology - Lighting Service Framework Contract ed.4 (1/2)

Legislation Analysis 

1. European Legislation:

 Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 25 October 2012;

 Ecodesign Directive (2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 21 October 2009);

 Regulation 245/2009 (ecodesign requirements for fluorescent lamps)

2. Italian Legislation:

 Minimun Environmental Criteria: from 2016 in Italy it is mandatory to comply with 
the Green Public Criteria (for lighting services and acquisition of light sources, lamps
or luminaires )

Eco Labels Analysis 

Standard UNI and/or Technical Legislation Analysis 
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GPP’s Methodology - Lighting Service Framework Contract ed.4 (2/2)

Key Environmental Impact Analysis

Based on the available scientific evidence, the main environmental impacts
of road lighting and traffic signals from the life cycle perspective, compared
to a service with the same primary function that would otherwise be
procured

Examples:
• Network: LCA Italian Association; 

IPCC, ICLEI
• Tools: EU GPP Toolkit 
• Standard: UNI ISO / TS 14067
• Guidelines: PEF Methodology 

(Product Environmental Footprint)

Once the Green criteria has been established, the market analysis towards 
stakeholders and trade associations can subsequently start

• Which environmental impacts are more 
relevant?

• What aspects to give priority to?

RATINGS HOW
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Object of the Contract

FRAMEWORK CONTRACT FOR THE SUPPLY OF LIGHTING SERVICE FOR PUBLIC ILLUMINATION, OTHER SERVICES
AND OPTIONAL SERVICES (ED.4) FOR ITALIAN PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

• Energy Supply

• Road lighting managing service

• O&M Services (ordinary and 

extraordinary maintenance,…)

• Preliminary assessment of existing lighting 

infrastructures

• Informative System & Call Center

• Editing or updating of the Municipal Lighting 

Traffic signals Regulatory Plan

• Implementation of sensors and 

cloud networks

• city maintenance processes

• intelligent lighting and mobility 

management information
• Energy Supply

• Traffic signals managing

service

• O&M Services (ordinary 

and extraordinary 

maintenance,…)

Road Lighting

Service

Traffic Signals

Service

Other Services

Smart City

Services

Energy Management Services

Lighting Service 

ed.4

The supplier is in charge  

of all the activities of 

management and 

maintenance of the public 

illumination plants and 

traffic light systems.

• energy requalification

• technological improvement (road lighting in new lighting 

installations, retrofitting or replacement of light sources lamps 

and lumineers

• remote control

• monitoring of consumption and savings
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Specific Characteristics of the Contract

The Lighting Service Framework Contract ed.4 was launched at the end of 2015. Its estimated value is ≈1,6 billion
€, it is split into 12 geographical lots and is intended to meet the demand for street lighting across almost 1000
Italian Municipalities. Splitting into geographical lots allows to increase competition and encourages SMEs
participation. The contractual duration is extended to 6 or 9 years.

1 2
3 4

5

6

8
9

10
12

7

11

Regions
Value of the 

contract

1 Piemonte2 (AL-AT-BI-CN-TO-VC-VB), Valle d’Aosta 132 mln €

2 Lombardia 1 (LO-MI-MB-PV-VA), Piemonte 1 (NO) 135 mln €

3 Lombardia 2 (BG-BS-CO-CR-MN-SO-LC), Trentino Alto Adige 145 mln €

4 Veneto e Friuli Venezia Giulia 146 mln €

5 Liguria e Emilia Romagna 170 mln €

6 Toscana e Umbria 120 mln €

7 Abruzzo, Marche, Molise e Campania 1 (CE-BN) 136 mln €

8 Lazio 125 mln €

9 Puglia 1 (FG) e Campania 2 (NA-AV-SA) 105 mln €

10 Basilicata, Puglia 2(BA-BAT-TA-BR-LE), Calabria 2(CS-KR-CZ-VV) 168 mln €

11 Sicilia e Calabria 1 (RC) 165 mln €

12 Sardegna 50 mln €
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Procurement & Contracting Strategy (1/2)

The Framework Contract adopts an Energy Performance Contract (EPC) approach based on “Shared Savings”.
This strategy, typically implemented by resorting to Energy Service Companies (ESCos):
 guarantees present and future energy savings to the public authorities (mainly municipalities), without

requiring them to pay for any upfront investment or initial capital expenditure
 provides for risk transfer from administrations to ESCOs
 permits PAs to benefit of the energy savings advantages, since the start of the contract, indeed the achieved

energy savings are shared between the PA and the ESCO

As shown in the figure above, the fee for the all-inclusive service will depend on the type(s) and number of lighting products
installed within a municipality. The fee (paid periodically to suppliers) decreases during the contract as the benefits of the Energy
Performance Contract are achieved.
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Procurement & Contracting Strategy (2/2)

The aim of this contract is on one hand to achieve savings on energy consumption (in fact, competitors are
expected to offer energy savings up to 32,65% of the annual energy consumption under standard conditions), on
the other hand to guarantee commitment to technological improvement (evolution of the public lighting system
park in terms of light sources adopted technologies, panel/light for the regulation of the ignition).

This Energy Performance Contract (EPC), starting from the second year of the contract, allows for a consistent
sharing of the savings for Public Authorities (increasing as established by the contract), up to a maximum of 25%
at the end of the contract (6 or 9 years duration).

In particular, the main actions proposed by the supplier to achieve energy efficiency targets concern:

• the replacement of obsolete lights and traffic lanterns with those with greater energy efficiency (ex. mercury
changed with LED) rewiring and redevelopment of existing plants

• the adoption of centralized (hourly) flow regulators, by presence detectors or by single light point
• the substitution of the twilight with astronomical clocks able to evaluate time zone and percentage of "civil

twilight" through the geographical position
• the redevelopment of light centres through the installation of photovoltaic support
• many other specific actions

The supplier must carry out the energy requalification interventions necessary to obtain the savings during the
first two years of contract management and in any case after the implementation of the monitoring and control
system, in order to verify and certify results.
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The PELL IP Project

With the precise goal of being able to arrange and manage, in a structured and monitored way, the strategic data
of the infrastructures related to public lighting, the Lighting Service Framework Contract ed.4 joined the Public
Energy Living Lab (PELL) project launched by ENEA, with the aim of outlining and promoting the application of a
management model, now a national protocol, for the acquisition, transmission, processing and monitoring of
strategic data on public infrastructure, compliant with the implementation rules of the INSPIRE Directive.

The aim is to create an infrastructure for
spatial information at both national and
European level, so as to stimulate the
development and efficiency of public
services.

The field of public lighting (PELL IP) has been identified as a
highly strategic infrastructure in the development of smart
urban and territorial contexts, becoming the first real supply of
the project.
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Results Achieved

The main advantages for the Public Authorities (PA) are:
• pay a fee based on the actual achievements related to the level of comfort required (fixed price)
• outsource a series of activities to a single subject
• rationalize the energy management of public illumination systems
• provide the necessary tools to allow PA to play an exemplary role in achieving energy efficiency objectives

Consip’s main 
achievements

Increased Savings: the weighted average discount of the competitor awarding lot n. 5 is approximately

20% of reserved price, the one on the non-energy component recorded an average discount value of about 50%
and the winning bidder offered a discount of 63%

1

The Lighting Service Framework Contract ed.4 is now available only for lot n.5 (Liguria and Emilia Romagna), with
the following results:

Reduction in Energy Consumption and Carbon Emissions: due to the discount rate

of 32,65%, the total amount of energy saved is 35 GWH that corresponds to 15.050 Ton of CO2 (almost
10% of the total amount of the entire Framework contract)

2

Keeping an eye on social criteria: the reports were aligned to tender documentation and expressed

an excellent specific knowledge from the supplier side; the duration of the contract allowed the supplier to
employ people with a long term ratio, creating new and technical jobs

3
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In evaluation

Lessons Learnt

Light Service 1

Light Service 2

Light Service 3

Framework Contract

 Upgrade of light sources adopted 
technologies

 Upgrade of light sources adopted 
technologies

 Installation of dimmers
 Installation of panel/light for the regulation 

of the ignition

Best Activities
Results

− Energy saving targets were not 
foreseen

− Minimum target of 500 TEP for  
10mln € of contract value

− Total target value: 42.500 TEP 

− Medium target of 4.500 TEP for 
10mln € of contract value

Technical Targets

≈748.500

36.830

86.605

tCO2

≈435.000

20.412

48.000

TEP

Results 871.935503.412

Challenging saving targets for
SL4: evaluated on kWh for
every purchasing order, no
longer on the lot as in the
previous editions

 Upgrade of light sources adopted 
technologies

 Installation of dimmers
 Installation of panel/light for the regulation 

of the ignition

This is the fourth version of the initiative. Elements of innovation and improvements have been introduced in
each edition.

ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFIT

REDUCTION of
EMISSIONS
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Consip S.p.A.

Via Isonzo 19/E – 00198 Roma

T +39 0685449.1

www.consip.it

www.acquistinretepa.it

@ConsipSpa

ConsipSpa

@Consip_Spa

www.linkedin.com/company/consip/

Canale ‘’Consip’’

cristina.gironi@consip.it

Cristina Ing. Gironi
Category Manager


